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Abstract
In this paper, we analyse the sources of economic growth in Switzerland during
the period 1991–2005. The results suggest that labour input and capital input
contribute 0.57 pp and 0.45 pp, respectively, to the average annual GDP growth of
1.28%. The remaining 0.25 pp represent growth in multi-factor productivity, which
is calculated as a residual. The estimate of growth in multi-factor productivity is
lower than in previous studies because our measure of labour input takes changes in
labour quality into account. Changes in labour quality explain 0.39 pp of the 0.45
pp contribution from labour input.
JEL Classiﬁcation: E31, E37
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1 Introduction
The purpose of this paper is to examine the sources of economic growth over the period
1991–2005. The technique is growth accounting. Growth accounting is based on the idea
that output growth is related to growth in the services derived from the factors of pro-
duction – capital and labour. The residual provides an estimate of growth in multi-factor
productivity. Basically, it measures the shift in the production function. Early examples
of growth accounting can be found in Tinbergen (1942) and Solow (1957). Jorgenson and
Griliches (1967) developed the approach further, stressing that it is important to account
for substitution between diﬀerent types of capital and labour. Other important contri-
butions by Jorgenson and various co-authors are collected in Jorgenson (1995). Useful
summaries are provided by Hulten (2000) and the OECD (2001).
Since multi-factor productivity is computed as a residual, the measurement of the
input factors is an important issue. Jorgenson and Griliches (1967) pointed out that
the relevant capital input is not the capital stock but the capital services generated by
this stock during a given period. Diﬀerences between the two concepts matter if the
capital stock is heterogenous and the composition of the capital stock changes over time.
Similarly, the relevant labour input is not simply the number of workers employed in the
economy. Some workers are more productive than others and therefore measures of labour
input should account for changes in the composition of the workforce.
By taking into account the eﬀects of changes in the composition of labour and capi-
tal, the decomposition of output rise from three contributions to output growth (capital
input, labour input, multi-factor productivity) to ﬁve contributions (capital stocks, capi-
tal quality, labour hours, labour quality, multi-factor productivity). Because multi-factor
productivity is calculated as a residual, it can be expected to be smaller in size than in
traditional calculations if labour quality and capital quality are increasing over time.
The index of capital services used in this paper is described in detail in Rudolf and
Zurlinden (2009). It is calculated as an average of twelve asset stocks, each weighted by
its rental price. A similar disaggregation can be applied to the index of labour input
based on data for the volume and the average wages of hours worked, broken down by
education, age and gender. The data for quality-adjusted labour input are taken from
Bolli and Zurlinden (2009).
The paper is organised as follows. Section 2 outlines the methodology. Section 3
presents the results. Section 4 extends the results in two directions. First, the open
economy decomposition proposed by Diewert and Morrison (1986) and Kohli (2004) is
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applied to the data. This decomposition allows us to calculate the contribution from
changes in the terms of trade which is similar in terms of eﬀects on welfare to changes
in productivity. Second, the results are compared to those provided by the Swiss Federal
Statistical Oﬃce (SFSO). Section 5 concludes. The description of the data and detailed
annual results are given in two appendices.
2 Methodology
The basic idea of growth accounting is to break down the growth in output into the
contributions from the growth in labour input and the growth in capital input. Assuming
that the factors are paid their social marginal products, the residual can be interpreted
as a measure of growth in multi-factor productivity. The methodology is described in
the work of Dale Jorgenson and co-authors (see e.g. Jorgenson and Stiroh (2000)). The
OECD (2001) manual provides practical guidelines along the same lines.
Let the production function be
Yt = f(Kt,Lt,t), (2.1)
where Yt is the quantity of output, Kt and Lt measure capital input and labour input.
The production function is allowed to shift over time to account for technological change.
We assume that the production function is linearly homogeneous, increasing, and concave
with respect to the two input quantities. In what follows, we will also assume competitive
behaviour and proﬁt maximisation. We describe the measurement of capital input and
labour input, and we derive the index of multi-factor productivity.
2.1 Capital input
We construct measures of the capital stock of each asset by the perpetual inventory





Ii,t−β · (1 − δi/2) · (1 − δi)
β. (2.2)
Alternatively, we can write
Ai,t = Ii,t + (1 − δi) · Ai,t−1 (2.3)
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and
Bi,t = (1 − δi/2) · Ai,t (2.4)
for i = 1,2,...,m, where Bi,t denotes the capital stock of the ith asset at the end of period
t, Ai,t is the corresponding capital stock if investment is assumed to be carried out at the
end of the period (instead of spread evenly over the period), Ii,t is the investment in asset
type i during period t, and δi is the geometric rate of depreciation of the ith asset which
is assumed to be constant over time (see e.g. Oulton and Srinivasan (2003)).
The capital input is not the capital stock itself but the capital services derived from
this stock during a certain period. In what follows, we assume that the capital services
move in proportion to the capital stock in the middle of the period, ¯ B. Setting the
proportionality factor to be equal to 1, we can write
Ki,t = ¯ Bi,t = (Bi,t · Bi,t−1)
1/2. (2.5)
The rental price of the capital input, Ui,t, can then be shown to be
Ui,t = rt · Pi,t−1 + δi · Pi,t − (Pi,t − Pi,t−1), (2.6)
where Pi,t describes the observable market price of new investment goods of type i, and




Ui,t · Ki,t =
m ￿
i=1
(rt · Pi,t−1 + δi · Pi,t − (Pi,t − Pi,t−1)) · Ki,t, (2.7)
where Πt is measured by data on property compensation.



















Ui,t · Ki,t ￿m
i=1 Ui,t · Ki,t
.
Thus, the rate of change of capital services corresponds to the aggregated rates of
changes of the net capital stocks of the individual asset stocks, where the weights are
the shares in total proﬁts of those asset stocks. The shares in total proﬁts are computed
based on the service prices and the asset stocks of the various assets.
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Capital input is measured by capital services. An alternative measure of capital is the
net (wealth) capital stock. The rate of change of the net (wealth) capital stock corresponds
to the aggregated rates of changes of the net capital stocks of the individual asset stocks,
where the weights are the shares in total wealth of these assets stocks. The shares in total
wealth are computed based on the asset prices of new investment and the asset stocks of
the various assets. This yields

















Pi,t · Bi,t ￿m
i=1 Pi,t · Bi,t
.
Notice that the changes in capital services and changes in the capital stock are identical
when the capital stock is homogeneous. When the capital stock is not homogeneous,
however, the growth rates will diﬀer, reﬂecting diﬀerences in the rental price to asset price
ratios. Following Jorgenson and Stiroh (2000), we will use this relationship to decompose
the changes in the capital input (capital services) into the contribution from changes in
the net (wealth) capital stock and the contribution from changes in the composition of the
capital stock. The ratio of aggregate capital services to aggregate capital stock is called
the index of capital quality.
The growth rates of capital quality are calculated as
￿lnQ
K





i,t − ¯ s
b
i,t) · ￿ln ¯ Bi,t. (2.10)
From (2.10), the index of capital quality is easily computed by adding up the growth
rates, taking anti-logs, and indexing the resulting series to a base year.
2.2 Labour input
Labour services are easier to handle than capital services. Whereas the rental prices of
capital generally cannot be observed and have to be computed as described above, the
rental prices of labour services can be measured by wages. Let ln(Lt/Lt−1) be the rate of
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ωi,j,t · hi,j,t · qi,j,t
, (2.12)





ωi,t · hi,t, (2.13)
where hi,t and qi,t denote the number of hours worked by individual i and the wage rate
of individual i, ωi,t is a correction factor that accounts for diﬀerences between sample and
population, and I is the number of workers in group j (see Bolli and Zurlinden (2009)).1
In this paper, worker groups are deﬁned by education, gender and age, where age is used
as a proxy for experience (on-the-job training). As described in the appendix, we deﬁne
ﬁve age groups and ﬁve education groups. This gives a total of 50 worker groups.
The changes in the quality-adjusted labour input can be decomposed into changes in
unadjusted (raw) hours worked and changes in labour quality. To calculate growth of







ωi,j,t · hi,j,t. (2.14)
1The correction factor ωi,t is provided by the SFSO (see Appendix A on data). It corrects for two
aspects. First, the probability of being sampled is not the same for all individuals. Second, the sample
is smaller than the statistical population. Note that the latter does not aﬀect our results for the index of
labour quality.
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The growth rates for labour quality, ￿lnQL
t , are then obtained by
￿lnQ
L
t = ￿lnLt − ￿lnHt. (2.15)
From (2.15), the index of labour quality is computed easily by adding up the growth rates,
taking anti-logs, and indexing the resulting series to a base year.
2.3 Multi-factor productivity
The rate of change of total inputs is a weighted average of the rate of change of labour
and capital input, with the respective cost shares as weights:
￿lnXt = ¯ s
L
t · ￿lnLt + ¯ s
K




























With wtLt denoting the remuneration for labour input in period t and
￿m
i=1 Ui,tKi,t denot-
ing the remuneration for capital input, total costs of inputs are Ct = wtLt+
￿m
i=1 Ui,tKi,t.
Finally, growth in multi-factor productivity, ￿lnRt, is the diﬀerence between output
growth and input growth, that is
￿lnRt = ￿lnYt − ￿lnXt. (2.17)
2.4 Decomposition of growth in output and average labour pro-
ductivity
In a growth accounting exercise, the growth in output, ln(Yt/Yt−1), is basically broken
down into the contributions of growth in capital input, labour input and multi-factor
productivity. This can be written as
￿lnYt = ¯ s
K
t · ￿lnKt + ¯ s
L
t · ￿lnLt + ￿lnRt, (2.18)
or, in the extended version, with capital input decomposed into contributions from the
capital stock and capital quality, and labour input decomposed into the contributions
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from total hours worked and labour quality, as
￿lnYt = ¯ s
K
t · (￿ln ¯ Bt + ￿lnQ
K
t ) + ¯ s
L
t · (￿lnHt + ￿lnQ
L
t ) + ￿lnRt. (2.19)
Alternatively, it is often convenient to present results as decomposition of growth in
labour productivity:
￿ln(Yt/Ht) = ¯ s
K




t + ￿lnRt. (2.20)
That is, the growth rates of average labour productivity are decomposed into the con-
tributions from three sources: the substitution between capital and labour, also called
capital deepening, Kt/Ht, labour quality, QL
t , and multi-factor productivity, Rt.2
3 Results
Based on the methodology described in Section 2, we can decompose growth in output
into the contributions from the various input factors. The residual is a measure of growth
in multi-factor productivity. All data are annual. The period is 1991 to 2005 (1992–2005
for growth rates), and is determined by data availability.3 A description of the data can
be found in Appendix A.
The results for annual growth in multi-factor productivity are displayed in Figure 1
(labelled MFP). They suggest that multi-factor productivity is rather volatile. This is
hardly surprising if we look at the list of factors which may inﬂuence the residual that is
used as an estimate of growth in multi-factor productivity. According to Hulten (2000),
the following factors may play a role: technical innovation, organisational and institu-
tional change, shifts in societal attitudes, ﬂuctuations in demand, omitted variables, and
measurement errors.
We cannot control for most of these elements.4 However, to reduce the inﬂuence of
ﬂuctuations in demand, it is straightforward to evaluate the results in terms of averages
2We follow the convention that labour productivity is deﬁned as Yt/Ht, not Yt/Lt.
3The investment data for the 12 asset classes start in 1990. The series for total hours worked used in
this paper starts in 1991.
4Starting with Solow (1957), various authors have adjusted input factors to account for variable factor
utilisation. Early attempts tended to be overly simplistic. More recently, Susanto Basu and John Fernald
proposed an approach based on industry data and using the idea that changes in hours per worker can
proxy for unobserved changes in factor utilisation (see e.g. Basu et al. (2006)). For Switzerland, however,
we cannot compute data on capital input by industry because data on investment by industry are not
available.
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over multi-year periods. This is what we are going to do in this section and what is
actually done in most studies of growth accounting. The multi-year periods are the full
period (1991–2005) and two subperiods (1991–2000, 2000–2005).
Table 1 summarises the composition of output growth. Detailed annual results are
presented in Appendix B. For the full period, we ﬁnd that capital input and labour input
contribute 0.57 pp and 0.45 pp, respectively, to the average annual GDP growth rate of
1.28 percent. The remaining 0.25 pp measure growth in multi-factor productivity. Thus,
the proportion attributable to multi-factor productivity approximates about 20 percent
of GDP growth for Switzerland, while 80 percent are attributed to the input factors.
Decomposing growth in capital input, we ﬁnd that both the capital stock and the index
of capital quality have grown over time, but the contribution of growth in capital quality
is considerably smaller than that of growth in the capital stock. 16 percent of capital
input growth can be attributed to changes in capital quality and 84 percent to growth in
the capital stock. To some extent, the contribution of changes in capital quality reﬂects
the large increase in IT investments. As IT assets are characterised by high rental to
asset price ratios, they cause the index of capital services to increase more rapidly than
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Table 1: Decomposition of output growth 1991–2005
1991 − 2005 1991 − 2000 2000 − 2005
Real output (GDP) 1.28 1.29 1.26
Contribution from labour input 0.45 0.29 0.73
Labour hours 0.06 -0.03 0.24
Labour quality 0.39 0.33 0.49
Contribution from capital input 0.57 0.64 0.46
Capital stock 0.48 0.56 0.34
Capital quality 0.09 0.08 0.12
Multi-factor productivity (MFP) 0.25 0.36 0.07
Note: year-on-year growth rates in percent and percentage points. Totals may not add due to
rounding.
the capital stock index.5 The decomposition of labour input reveals that the contribution
of growth in labour quality predominates over the contribution from growth in labour
hours. 87 percent of labour input growth are attributable to changes in labour quality
and just 13 percent to changes in labour hours. This suggests that labour quality growth
is essential to the growth in labour input and that measures of growth in multi-factor
productivity signiﬁcantly depend on whether or not labour quality is explicitly taken into
account.
The ordering of the various contributions to output growth is not very robust across
sub-periods. In particular, the contribution of growth in labour input was weak during
most of the 1990s, but considerably stronger than contributions of capital input and
multi-factor productivity in the early 2000s. Among possible reasons are the bilateral
agreements with the EU on the free movement of persons (2002) which brought an inﬂow
of skilled immigrants from Germany and other EU countries.6
Alternatively, we can display the results as the decomposition of changes in average
5In the short run, there may be some cyclical eﬀect on the index of capital quality as shares in proﬁts,
sk
t, do not move one to one with shares in wealth, sb
t, over the cycle (see e.g. Oulton and Srinivasan
(2003), or Rudolf and Zurlinden (2009)). Generally, the index of capital quality moves procyclically,
implying that the cyclicality of MFP growth is less pronounced if changes in capital quality are taken
into account (that is, if MFP growth is calculated based on capital services, not the capital stock, as a
measure of capital input).
6See Arvanitis and Bolli (2008) for calculations of indices of labour quality for Swiss workers and
immigrant workers from EU countries.
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Table 2: Decomposition of growth in average labour productivity 1991–2005
1991 − 2005 1991 − 2000 2000 − 2005
Average labour productivity (ALP) 1.19 1.34 0.93
Contribution from capital deepening 0.55 0.65 0.37
Contribution from labour quality 0.39 0.33 0.49
Multi-factor productivity (MFP) 0.25 0.36 0.07
Note: year-on-year growth rates in percent and percentage points. Totals may not add due to
rounding.
labour productivity instead of changes in output (Table 2). Since average labour pro-
ductivity is deﬁned as output per hour worked, growth in output is the sum of growth
in labour productivity and growth in hours worked. We decompose growth in labour
productivity into the contributions from growth in capital deepening, deﬁned as capital
input per hour worked, growth in labour quality, and growth in multi-factor productivity.
Growth in labour productivity is substantially larger than growth in multi-factor pro-
ductivity. The diﬀerence reﬂects positive contributions from growth in capital deepening
and growth in labour quality. Furthermore, changes in labour productivity appear to be
dominated by changes in multi-factor productivity, reﬂecting the relatively smooth pat-
tern of capital deepening and labour quality. Growth in labour productivity, like growth
in multi-factor productivity, is rather volatile over time (see ALP in Figure 1).
It is interesting to look at the changes in labour productivity and multi-factor produc-
tivity from the perspective of the IT boom in the late 1990s. Data for the U.S. indicate a
substantial increase in productivity growth after 1995 (e.g. Jorgenson (2005)). This surge
is usually attributed to the technical progress in the IT sector and the important role of
the IT-producing industries in the U.S. economy. Figure 1 indicates that we do not ﬁnd
such a pattern for Switzerland. Generally, we would expect technological progress in the
IT sector to show up in labour productivity growth and multi-factor-productivity growth
in the IT-producing industries. In the IT-using industries, however, IT progress should
show up in labour productivity growth, but not necessarily in multi-factor-productivity
growth.7 Accordingly, the question for a country with a relatively small IT-producing
sector like Switzerland is why IT has not stimulated labour productivity growth, rather
than why it has not stimulated multi-factor-productivity growth.
7See Jorgenson (2005, pp. 778-9).
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4 Alternative decompositions
In this section, we present two decompositions that diﬀer in method and/or data from
those presented above. The ﬁrst adjusts output and productivity indexes for changes in
the terms of trade. The second uses the data from the multi-factor productivity calcula-
tions by the SFSO (2006).
4.1 Growth accounting in the open economy
The decomposition of output growth presented in this section was developed by Kohli
(2004), building on the work of Diewert and Morrison (1986). As shown by Kohli, the
growth rate of nominal GDP can be decomposed into the rate of change in domestic
prices, P D
t , a terms-of-trade eﬀect, Ot, a trade balance eﬀect, Tt, and the contributions
from capital input, Kt, labour input, Lt, and multi-factor productivity, Rt.8
In contrast to the decomposition in Section 2, the starting point is the growth rate
of nominal GDP (not real GDP). Furthermore, real GDP is deﬁned as a chained implicit
T¨ ornqvist index (whereas it is a chained Laspeyres index in the National Accounts). To
account for the openness of the economy, the traditional two-input, one-output production
function setting is extended by including imports and exports. We assume a technology
with two outputs (domestic goods and exports) and three inputs (labour, capital and
imports), where imports are treated as a negative output.
Assuming the translog functional form, the decomposition of output growth into the
contributions from labour input, capital input, and multi-factor productivity can be writ-
ten as
￿ln ￿ Yt = ￿ln(Y
N
t /￿ Pt) = ¯ s
K
t · ￿lnKt + ¯ s
L
t · ￿lnLt + ￿ln ￿ Rt, (4.1)
where ￿ Yt is the implicit T¨ ornqvist index of real GDP, Y N
t is nominal GDP, and ￿ Pt is the
T¨ ornqvist GDP deﬂator. The equation does not diﬀer greatly from the decompositions
above, except that the price deﬂator and real GDP are now deﬁned as a T¨ ornqvist index
and an implicit T¨ ornqvist index, respectively. Again, the equation can easily be extended
to decompose labour input into total hours worked and the index of labour quality, and
capital input into the capital stock and the index of capital quality.
8The terms-of-trade eﬀect in Kohli (2004) diﬀers from the one in Diewert and Morrison (1986), which
has the drawback of not being homogenous of degree zero in prices if trade is unbalanced. For an
application of the latter to Swiss data, see Kohli (1993).
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Table 3: Open economy decomposition of output growth 1991–2005
1991 − 2005 1991 − 2000 2000 − 2005
Nominal output (GDP) 2.12 2.25 1.90
Domestic prices 0.75 0.89 0.49
Real domestic income 1.36 1.34 1.40
Contribution from labour input 0.45 0.29 0.73
Contribution from capital input 0.57 0.64 0.46
Contribution from trade balance -0.03 -0.02 -0.03
Contribution from terms of trade 0.11 0.07 0.17
Multi-factor productivity 0.25 0.35 0.06
Note: year-on-year growth rates in percent and percentage points. Totals may not add due to
rounding.
Following Kohli (2004), the T¨ ornqvist price index can be written as
￿ln ￿ Pt = ￿lnP
D
t + ¯ s
B
t · ￿lnTt + ¯ s
M















































t denoting the shares of consumption (private consumption and government
purchases) and investment in nominal domestic expenditures, sM
t and sX
t the shares of
imports and exports in nominal GDP, and P C
t , P I
t , P M
t and P X
t the corresponding price













t ·￿lnKt+￿ln ￿ Rt. (4.3)
With ￿lnY DI
t ≡ ￿lnY N
t − ￿lnP D
t , (4.3) can be rearranged to describe the decompo-
sition of growth in real domestic income.
The results are displayed in Table 3. The growth rates in real domestic income diﬀer
substantially from those in real GDP.9 This diﬀerence is largely due to the contribution
9It does not matter much whether real GDP is calculated as an annually chain-linked Laspeyres index
(Table 1) or an implicit T¨ ornqvist index for the period under review. The total increase of GDP over
the period 1991–2005 is 19.5% in both cases. The diﬀerence between the Laspeyres and the implicit
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Table 4: Decomposition of output growth based on SFSO data 1991–2005
1991 − 2005 1991 − 2000 2000 − 2005
Real output (GDP) 1.28 1.29 1.26
Contribution from total hours worked 0.09 0.01 0.24
Contribution from capital input 0.60 0.66 0.49
Contribution from capital stock 0.48 0.54 0.37
Contribution from capital quality 0.12 0.13 0.12
Multi-factor productivity 0.59 0.62 0.54
Note: year-on-year growth rates in percent and percentage points.
from the terms of trade. The contribution is positive, implying that real GDP tends to
underestimate the increase in real domestic income. The contributions from labour input
and capital input are unchanged. We therefore do not repeat the results for labour quality
and capital quality, and for the capital stock and total hours worked. The trade-balance
eﬀect is negligible and growth rates of multi-factor productivity diﬀer little from those
reported in Table 1.
As pointed out by Diewert and Morrison (1986), an improvement in the terms of trade
is similar to technological progress, as it raises the net amount of goods that a country
obtains for a given eﬀort. Thus, a welfare index can be constructed that captures the
eﬀects from changes in multi-factor productivity and in the terms of trade.
4.2 Growth accounting by SFSO (2006)
SFSO ﬁgures for multi-factor productivity have been available since 2006.10 The un-
derlying growth accounting diﬀers from our calculations in various respects. The main
diﬀerence is that the SFSO’s growth accounting does not take changes in labour quality
into account. Other diﬀerences concern the capital data. In the SFSO calculations, the
stocks of each type of asset are end-of-period ﬁgures, whereas we use mid-period ﬁgures.
Also, capital services are assumed to be proportional to the stocks at the end of the pe-
riod, whereas we set them proportional to the mid-period stocks. Finally, the user costs
of capital are deﬁned in real terms and the underlying rate of return is modelled as a
T¨ ornqvist index with regard to the growth rates for individual years is always below 0.05 percentage
point.
10See SFSO (2006) and www.bfs.admin.ch/bfs/portal/de/index/themen/04/03/blank/key/04.html.
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constant exogenous rate, whereas we deﬁne the user costs of capital in nominal terms and
apply the ex-post approach used by Jorgenson and Griliches (1967) and others.11
Table 4 displays the results of the SFSO’s growth accounting taken from the 2007
update. Since the SFSO does not decompose the contribution of growth in capital input,
we have constructed a capital stock index based on the stocks for each asset type used by
the SFSO to calculate capital services. Thus, the capital stock and the associated index
of capital quality are consistent with the SFSO measures of capital input. Comparing the
results reported in Table 4 with those in Table 1 shows that the SFSO estimate of growth in
multi-factor productivity exceeds our estimate. This largely reﬂects the contribution from
changes in labour quality. In our estimates, changes in labour quality aﬀect changes in
labour input, whereas in the SFSO estimates, changes in labour quality are not considered
and therefore show up in the growth rate of multi-factor productivity. As labour quality
has improved over time, the SFSO estimates of growth in multi-factor productivity are
higher than our estimates (except for 1994 and 1997, when the contribution from labour
quality was negative). If we did not account for changes in labour quality in our estimates,
diﬀerences between the two estimates would largely disappear. This suggests that the
eﬀects caused by other methodological and data diﬀerences are minor (or largely cancel
each other out).
5 Concluding remarks
In this paper, we have presented results for calculations of growth in multi-factor pro-
ductivity in Switzerland over the period 1991–2005. We have decomposed the growth
in output and the growth in average labour productivity. Overall, average growth in
multi-factor productivity is estimated at one-quarter percent per year.
The estimates of growth in multi-factor productivity are lower than previous estimates.
This is largely due to the fact that this paper takes changes in the education-age-gender
composition of the workforce explicitly into account. The increase in labour quality is
reﬂected in larger growth rates of labour input and lower growth rates of multi-factor
productivity, which is calculated as a residual.
We have also seen that the composition of capital services has increased more rapidly
than the aggregate net capital stock. The diﬀerence reﬂects changes in the composition
of the capital stock (that is, changes in capital quality).
11For a more detailed account of the diﬀerences, see Rudolf and Zurlinden (2009).
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Comparisons with the oﬃcial estimates of multi-factor productivity by the SFSO sug-
gest that diﬀerences are minor, except for the fact that we explicitly consider the eﬀect of
labour quality, whereas the SFSO does not. The results are shown to be robust to open
economy considerations. Apart from that, robustness issues have not been at the centre
of this paper. How the indices of capital input and labour input respond to changes in
the underlying sets of assumptions is examined in Rudolf and Zurlinden (2009) and Bolli
and Zurlinden (2009).
Comparisons with results from studies for other countries are hazardous because the
studies usually diﬀer with respect to methodology and quality of data. It can be said,
however, that we do not ﬁnd the increase in productivity growth that shows up in calcu-
lations with data for the U.S.. In this regard, the results for Switzerland are similar to
those for most other European countries.
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A Data
This appendix provides information on the data underlying the measures of output and
prices, capital input, labour input, and the respective cost shares.
A.1 Output and prices
The output, denoted Yt, is annual gross domestic product (GDP) in constant prices,
calculated as an annually chain-linked Laspeyres index. Pt is the corresponding price
deﬂator. All data are taken from the National Accounts.
In Section 4.1, output ￿ Yt is calculated as an implicit T¨ ornqvist index, resulting from
nominal GDP and the T¨ ornqvist GDP deﬂator ￿ Pt. The data for the nominal GDP com-
ponents and the corresponding price deﬂators are taken from the National Accounts.
A.2 Labour input
The labour input, Lt, is measured as a T¨ ornqvist index of constant-quality hours worked.
It corresponds to the product of total hours worked and the index of labour quality.
Hours worked are taken from the labour force survey (SFSO). The T¨ ornqvist index of
labour quality is calculated based on the breakdown of workers in ﬁve classes relating to
education, ﬁve classes relating to age, and for the two genders (total: 50 classes). For a
detailed description, see Bolli and Zurlinden (2009). The series used in the present study
correspond to the Jorgenson-type series presented in that paper.
A.3 Capital input
The capital input, Kt, is measured as a T¨ ornqvist volume index of capital services. A
complete description of the volume indices of capital services and the net capital stock
data is given in Rudolf and Zurlinden (2009).
Capital stocks are calculated with the perpetual inventory method for 12 types of
assets (3 for structures and 9 for equipment). Inventories are not considered. Neither are
land and tangible assets. The investment data for the 12 assets (volumes and prices) are
taken from the National Accounts (annual data 1990–2005). The depreciation rates are
calculated as g/N, where g=2 (double declining rate) and N denotes the service lives.
Service lives are taken from SFSO (2006), except for “growing of crops, market garden-
ing, horticulture, farming of animals” where the authors’ own estimate is used (12 years).
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Starting values of asset stocks in 1989 are calculated based on the assumption that invest-
ment of the three types of structures and the nine types of equipment increased at the rate
of total structures and total equipment, respectively, from 1947 to 1989, and at the rate
of real GDP from 1850 to 1947 (structures) and 1920 to 1947 (equipment). Data for the
years before 1948 are taken from Ritzmann-Blickenstorfer (1996). Figures for total proﬁts
used to compute the user cost of capital are based on the data for capital compensation
from the National Accounts (for the calculation of mixed income, see Section A.4).
A.4 Cost shares of labour and capital
The cost shares of labour and capital are obtained from data on labour compensation and
gross operating surplus in the National Accounts. The data on gross operating surplus
include the labour income of self-employed persons (mixed income). Mixed income is
calculated based on the assumption that labour compensation does not diﬀer between
the self-employed and the rest of the labour force. The ﬁgures for labour compensation
and gross operating surplus are adjusted accordingly. “Other taxes less subsidies on
production and imports” are allocated proportionately to labour and capital.
A.5 Estimates of multi-factor productivity by the SFSO
A detailed account of the methodology employed by the Swiss Federal Statistical Oﬃce is
provided by SFSO (2006). The following summary is focused on the main characteristics
and the reasons for diﬀerences in results.
Output. As above. Real GDP, chained Laspeyres index.
Capital input. Asset stocks are end-of-period. Capital services in period t are
set proportional to the asset stocks at the end of period t. Asset stocks are calculated
with truncated depreciation; that is, assets of a given vintage are set to zero, once the
depreciated value falls below a certain threshold. User cost of capital is deﬁned in real
terms and the underlying real rate of return is a constant calculated as the average of
the real government bond yield and the endogenous real rate of return (both computed
as averages over 1990–2005). See Rudolf and Zurlinden (2009) for further details on
diﬀerences.
Labour input. Labour quality is not considered.
Cost shares of labour and capital. Capital costs are calculated based on the
estimated user cost of capital and the asset stocks (see above). Because the rate of return
is modelled as a constant, the results diﬀer from the capital compensation (adjusted for
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mixed income) derived from the National Accounts. Figures for the composition of the
labour force used to compute mixed income are taken from the Labour Force Survey
(SFSO).
Note that, in 2007, the SFSO published a series for the net capital stock (see www.bfs.
admin.ch/bfs/portal/de/index/themen/04/02/04/key/Stock cap.html). We have not used
this series (and have, instead, constructed a series which is consistent with the SFSO se-
ries of capital services) for two reasons. First, the SFSO applies a diﬀerent truncation
scheme for the asset stocks used to calculate aggregate capital services and the net capital
stock, respectively. Second, in the aggregation, the constant-price asset stocks are simply
added together. The eﬀects of these diﬀerences on the results for the net capital stock
are, however, very small.
B Decompositions: annual results
The key variables are displayed in Table B.1. The table shows output, labour input (total
and separately for labour hours and labour quality), capital input (total and separately
for capital stock and capital quality), and multi-factor productivity, as indices 1991=100.
Tables B.2 and B.3 give the detailed results for the decomposition of output growth.
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Table B.1: Output, input factors and MFP, benchmark case 1991–2005 (see Section 3)
Y L H QL K ¯ B QK R
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)
1991 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100
1992 100.10 100.30 99.08 101.23 102.37 102.50 99.87 99.22
1993 99.91 99.99 98.06 101.97 103.95 104.29 99.68 98.82
1994 101.10 100.86 98.61 102.28 105.53 106.13 99.43 98.95
1995 101.46 99.55 97.35 102.26 107.75 108.37 99.42 99.63
1996 102.10 99.08 95.76 103.47 110.33 110.57 99.79 99.94
1997 104.22 97.91 95.09 102.97 112.89 112.57 100.28 102.24
1998 106.96 100.49 96.81 103.80 115.87 114.75 100.98 102.25
1999 108.37 102.67 98.86 103.86 119.24 117.05 101.87 101.18
2000 112.25 103.73 99.55 104.20 122.58 119.34 102.71 103.24
2001 113.54 104.02 98.85 105.23 125.61 121.39 103.48 103.54
2002 114.05 103.48 98.27 105.30 128.08 122.99 104.14 103.89
2003 113.82 104.91 98.71 106.28 129.94 124.32 104.52 102.25
2004 116.70 107.83 100.79 106.98 131.61 125.67 104.73 102.42
2005 119.53 109.07 100.23 107.75 133.67 127.29 105.01 103.58
Note: Indices 1991=100. Y = output (GDP), L = labour input, H = hours worked, QL = labour
quality (composition of labour), K = capital input (capital services), ¯ B = capital stock, QK =
capital quality (composition of capital), R = multi-factor productivity.
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Table B.2: Decomposition of output growth, benchmark case 1991–2005 (see Section 3)
Y L H QL K ¯ B QK R
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)
1992 0.10 0.21 -0.66 0.87 0.68 0.71 -0.04 -0.78
1993 -0.19 -0.22 -0.74 0.52 0.44 0.49 -0.06 -0.40
1994 1.19 0.62 0.40 0.22 0.44 0.51 -0.07 0.13
1995 0.35 -0.93 -0.91 -0.02 0.60 0.60 0.00 0.69
1996 0.63 -0.34 -1.18 0.86 0.66 0.56 0.10 0.31
1997 2.08 -0.86 -0.51 -0.35 0.64 0.50 0.14 2.31
1998 2.64 1.89 1.30 0.58 0.73 0.54 0.19 0.01
1999 1.31 1.57 1.52 0.04 0.80 0.55 0.25 -1.04
2000 3.58 0.74 0.51 0.23 0.77 0.54 0.23 2.04
2001 1.15 0.21 -0.52 0.73 0.66 0.46 0.20 0.29
2002 0.44 -0.39 -0.44 0.05 0.50 0.33 0.16 0.34
2003 -0.20 1.03 0.33 0.70 0.37 0.28 0.09 -1.58
2004 2.53 2.01 1.53 0.48 0.35 0.29 0.05 0.16
2005 2.42 0.83 0.31 0.51 0.44 0.36 0.08 1.14
averages:
1990-2005 1.28 0.45 0.06 0.39 0.57 0.48 0.09 0.25
1990-2000 1.29 0.29 -0.03 0.33 0.64 0.56 0.08 0.36
2000-2005 1.26 0.73 0.24 0.49 0.46 0.34 0.12 0.07
Note: Contribution from changes in input factors to changes in output. Year-on-year growth
rates in percent (1 and 8) and percentage points.
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Table B.3: Decomposition of output growth, open economy case 1991–2005 (see Section
4.1)
Y N P D O ￿ R T L K Y DI
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)
1992 2.12 2.40 -0.37 -0.74 -0.05 0.21 0.68 -0.27
1993 2.19 1.25 1.08 -0.39 0.04 -0.22 0.44 0.93
1994 2.47 -0.01 1.27 0.16 -0.02 0.62 0.44 2.49
1995 1.09 0.02 0.73 0.69 -0.01 -0.93 0.60 1.07
1996 0.82 0.51 -0.24 0.31 -0.08 -0.34 0.66 0.31
1997 1.94 0.89 -0.98 2.28 -0.01 -0.86 0.64 1.04
1998 2.94 -0.20 0.49 0.01 0.00 1.89 0.73 3.14
1999 1.93 1.01 -0.27 -1.07 -0.09 1.57 0.80 0.91
2000 4.75 2.19 -1.05 2.00 0.04 0.74 0.77 2.51
2001 1.96 0.93 -0.10 0.29 -0.04 0.21 0.66 1.02
2002 0.92 -0.86 1.44 0.33 -0.09 -0.39 0.50 1.79
2003 0.80 0.23 0.74 -1.57 0.02 1.03 0.37 0.56
2004 3.12 0.85 -0.25 0.16 -0.02 2.01 0.35 2.25
2005 2.72 1.31 -0.95 1.12 -0.03 0.83 0.44 1.40
averages:
1990-2005 2.12 0.75 0.11 0.25 -0.03 0.45 0.57 1.36
1990-2000 2.25 0.89 0.07 0.35 -0.02 0.29 0.64 1.34
2000-2005 1.90 0.49 0.17 0.06 -0.03 0.73 0.46 1.40
Note: Contribution from changes in input factors to changes in output. Year-on-year growth
rates in percent (1, 2, 4 and 8) and percentage points. Y N = nominal GDP, PD = price index of
domestic expenditures, O = terms of trade, ￿ R = multi-factor productivity, T = trade balance,
L = labour input, K = capital input, Y DI = real domestic income (= real value added).
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